ABSTRACT. Let RÇLS^A be rings with R commutative, A an R-algebra which is finitely generated as an Ä-module by /¡-elements, and S a subalgebra of A. Setting D" = S and D . = Dom(R, D ._ .) for i > 1, we
show that D -R. We use this to show that if S is a separable fi-algebra then S is also finitely generated as an r?-module. Finally, a characterization of S is given when A is commutative and 5 is an inertial subalgebra of A.
1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper all rings have identity, subrings contain the identity of the larger ring, and ring homomorphisms map the identity to the identity. With the exception of Definition 1 and Theorem 1, R denotes a commutative ring and S denotes an R-algebra; that is, S is a ring together with a ring homomorphism / from R into the center of S. It will be no real restriction to assume that S is faithful as an R-module under the module structure induced by /; thus, we may consider R as a subring of the center of S.
In any category a morphism / is called an epimorphism if for any two morphisms g and b the equality of g ° f and h ° f implies the equality of g and h. A ring S will be called an epimorphic extension of a commutative ring R if S is a faithful K-algebra and the natural injection of R into S is an epimorphism.
2. The dominion of R in S. Definition 1. Let R and S be rings, not necessarily commutative, and let /: R -> S be a ring homomorphism. The ¡-dominion of R in S, denoted Dom,(R, S)t is the set of elements s of S such that: If g and h are any two ring homomorphisms from S to a ring T with g ° f = h ° /, then g{s) = his) [5, p. 382] .
It is easily seen that Dom,(R, S) is a subring of 5 containing f(R).
In addition f:R -> S is an epimorphism if and only if Dom,(R, S) = S. Whenever R is a subring of S and / is the natural injection of R into 5, we write Dom(R, S).
The following theorem gives two of the many characterizations of Dom (R, S). (1) s eDom^R, S).
(2) The relation s®l-l®s = 0 holds in S®RS.
(3) There exist matrices a. and o~ with entries from S and a matrix 9 with entries from f{R) such that:
(i) (s) = alda2 and
(ii) both a.6 and do 2 have entries from f(R).
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) (1) oy¿, ¡à • a and ox are all in TI,
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Properties 2 , 3 and 1-5 are immediate. Properties 6 and 7 follow from the identity (oo')' -o''ol, which holds whenever 5 is commutative.
We are now ready to proceed. Proposition 2. Let R be a commutative ring, S a faithful R-algebra, and M a two-sided S-module. If m £ M is such that rm = mr for every r e R, then sm = ms for every s e Dom(ß, S).
Proof. Suppose is eM is such that rm = mr for every r e R. Proof. Set M = S and note that R is in the center of S. Corollary 2.2. Any epimorphic extension of a commutative ring is itself commutative.
Next we will examine finitely generated S-modules. We are now ready for the main result of this paper.
Theorem 5. Let R be a commutative ring and let A be an R-algebra which is finitely generated as an R-module. Then any R-separable subalgebra of A is also finitely generated as an R-module.
Proof. Let 5 be an R-separable subalgebra of A and let C denote the center of S. Since 5 is finitely generated as a C-module, it suffices to prove that C is finitely generated as an R-module. Since C is commutative and is separable as an R-algebra, it has a unique separability idempotent e = S*_,x.®y. in C®RC. Let R' be the R-algebra generated by \x y • • •, x }.
Then R' is a subring of C. Since A is finitely generated as an R-module, each element of A is integral over R; therefore, R is finitely generated as an R-module [6, pp. 254-255] . We will use Corollary 4.2 to show that R' = C.
Since C is separable as an R-algebra, it is separable as an R -algebra. It is easy to see that e = £"=,x.®y. in C2>R'C is the unique separability idempotent for C over R'. However, each x. is in R so that e' = l®2"_,x.y = l®fi(e) = 1®1 in C®RiC. It is shown on p. 40 of [l] that C®R<cL (C®R'C)e'®(C®R-C)(l -«?') where (C®R«C)(1 -e') is the ideal in C ®Ri C generated by elements of the form s®l -l®s.
Since1(2) C is an epimorphic image of R with R C C C A and A finitely generated as a left R -module. Applying Lemma 4.2 we have C = R which is finitely generated as an R-module. Hence S is finitely generated as an R-module.
We conclude this paper with a uniqueness theorem for inertial subalgebra s. 
